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Introduction
Dpck paths are counted by Catalan numbers and are in bijection with Dyck words which form a nice algebraic language on two letters (see [3,6, 10, I I] ). In the present text, we replace NE (north-east) and SE (south-east) steps by NNE, NEE, SSE and SEE steps (i.c. moves of a chess knight from left to right). In order to enumerate these paths (called A-paths), we need to introduce two closely related families of paths, find a system of equations relating generating functions and solve it. The generating function A = A(r) for A-paths satisfies a fourth-degree equation (Theorem 2.13) while for Dyck path it is a well-known second-dcgrcc equation (Theorem 1.9). The same method also works for the study of the case of a general (~,r)-knight.
More new paths have to be introduced and the corresponding generating functions satisfy an intricate system of 4r -2 equations (Theorem 3.5). The generating function for &paths still satisfies a polynomial equation (for example of degree 8 when (5, r) = (1, 3) or (2, 3) ). One may think of all these paths as words in rhe letters x, ~7, _p; the corresponding languages are algebraic.
Classical Dyck palhs
Definilion 1.1. A Dyck path of length n is a path in Y × Y which (i) is made only of steps NE (north-east) or SE (south-east), (ii) starts at (0,0) and ends at (n, 0), and (iii) never goes strictly below the x-axis. Remark 1.2. it is well known (see [2, 3, 6, [9] [10] [11] ) that Dyck paths are in bijection with Dyck words, ballot sequences, well-Jormed sequences of parentheses, 2-lines standard tableaux, binary trees, ordered trees, and all these are counted by Catalan numbers. Definilion 1.3. Let d, be the number of these paths and d~, x) for k_>0 be the number of those which hit (not counting at (0, 0)) the x-axis exactly k times. Note that d{} °) 1 and d,(/}} 0 for n>0; moreover d,,=0 when n is odd. Proof. Let n>_2. Removing the first and last steps of a Dyck path which hits the x-axis only at (0, 0) and (n, 0), we get bijectively an arbitrary Dyck path of length n-2. This proves d~71) d,, 2 which implies the result. L£ (ii) starts at (0,0) and ends at (n,0), (iii) never goes strictly below the x-axis (see Fig. 1 ). • (o,o)
C-path of size 24 x~ith R=2 Definition 2.4. C-paths of size n satisfy the three conditions of Definition 2.1 except that they are allowed to go below the x-axis but always remain above the line ,.ix) be as before except that k, k_>O, is now the v=-I (see Fig. 3 ). Let c,, and % number of times the C-path hits the line v 1.
Let A, A Ix), B, B (a), C and C ~a~, be the corresponding generating functions.
Lemma 2.5. We have (a) A ~a>o A{/'~,
Proof. For example, a look at Fig. 3 should convince the reader of the validity of the formula, -'(~) ~.,, 1 hi0) blk i) which implies (c). The other identities are
Proof. In an arbitrary AIILpatb (i.e. which hits the x-axis only at (0,0) and (n, 0)) erase the first and last steps: Case 1. First step is NNE and last step is SSE. Since one gets an arbitrary "Cpath" from (1,2) to (n 1,2) there arec,, 2 such paths (see Fig.4) .
Case 2. First step is NEE and last step is SEE. Since one gets an arbitrary "Apath" from (2,1) to (n-2,1) there are a,, 4such paths.
Case 3. First step is NEE and last step is SSE. Since one gets an arbitrary "Bpath" from (2,1) to (n-1,2) there are b,, s such paths.
Case 4. First step is NNE and last step is SEE; by symmetry there are b,, ~ such paths. This is a bijective proof of a~,~)=c,, 2+a,, 4+2b,, s, which implies the result. F] Lemma 2.8. We have B ~°) = t2A + tB.
Proof. This time erasing the first step of a B-path which hits the x-axis only at (0,0) gives a bijective proof of the formula b~l II-a,, 2 + b,, l, which implies the result.
Lemma 2.9. We have C {°)=A.
Proof 
Using MAPLE to solve the polynomial equation of Theorem 2.13, we obtain the following expression for A =A(t):
and a table of values (see Table 1 ).
Remark 2.14. There is an obvious bijection between A-paths of size n and words w in xv:, xey, .vp 2, x-'P such thai deg., w n, cleg,, w deg.,, w and deg.,, u_> deg~. v for w ~)u; similarly for B-paths and C-paths.
Dyck paths of an is, r)-knigh!
In Section 2, in order to find the generating series A A(t) for A-paths, we had to introduce B-paths (from (0,0) to (n, 1)) and C-paths (above y= 1). The generating series A, B, C, A (J~, B l°), C I°) then satisfy the system of equations Remark 3.7. Since the symmetry between s and r is never really used in Theorem 3.5, instead of (s,r)-, (/,s)-, (s, i")-and (r, -s)-steps, one could as easily start with two (see [8] for the general case of m vectors) arbitrary vectors (sl, rt) and (s 2,/" 2) in {1,2 .... }x{0,1,2 .... }, and consider Dyck paths made of (sl,rl)-, (s~,r2)-, (st,-r~)-and (s2,-r2)-steps. A system of 4r-2 equations, where r=max(r l,r 2) similar to those above can be obtained. 
Proposition 3.1. For a (1,3)-knight the system of equations satisfied by the generating series A, B 1 , B 2 , C~, C2, A (~), o~°(°), B~ °), CI °) and C~ °) is
(1) A=(1-A (1)) l, (2) S 1 =A. B(1 °), (3) B2= A • S~ °),(4)
Conclusion
The case of several knights or several vectors can be studied similarly (see [8] for more general results using several variables series). One has to introduce more B-paths and C-paths; the corresponding generating series satisfy an intricate system of algebraic equations. We may think of all these kinds of paths as words in the letters x, y, .P (see Remark 2.14); the corresponding languages are algebraic.
